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Macro Data Forces

◮ We live in the data century, whether we like

it or not

◮ Our personal lives, our careers, our finances,

our social activities, our childrens’ lives, and

our future prospects are all intertwined and

affected by data collection, data storage, and

data analysis by others (humans and ma-

chines), whether we like it or not

◮ Governments have mostly lost control over

this process, whether we like it or not

◮ Personal education in data science, big data,

statistical analysis, and data privacy is essen-

tial for people to exert some control and influ-

ence over their data future, whether we like it

or not
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Perspectives on Human History

◮ Homo sapiens are only about 200,000 years old, whereas the earth is 4.54 billion years old

◮ Humans now have more time to “do stuff” since 30+ years were added to average life expectancy

in the 20th century

◮ We are now in the early-middle part of the fifth major revolution in human history: the Upper

Palaeolithic revolution (about 40,000 years ago)−→ the first agricultural/Neolithic revolution (about

12,000 years ago) −→ the second agricultural revolution (18th century) −→ the industrial revolution

(1712 to early 20th century) −→ the information revolution (early 21st century onwards) −→ ????

◮ But people are typically not aware of being in a current ongoing revolution, hence this talk

◮ We are changing our environments, structures, institutions, and work-lives faster than ever before
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Macro Technical and Social Forces
◮ The rest of the 21st Century will be the era

of monumental intellectual progress in the social

and biomedical sciences

◮ The key to research will be: digital computation,

data analysis, infrastructure supporting the en-

tire life-cycle of collecting and processing gigantic

amounts of information, and the use of networked

connections of information from diverse sources

◮ Data access and data analysis will play an in-

dispensable part in progress to understand social,

psychological, and physiological characteristics of

what it means to be human

◮ Integration of disparate data resources will be es-

sential to research and commercialization

◮ Long term preservation of data involves technical

challenges and new business models
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“A Change Is Gonna Come,” Sam Cooke (1964)

◮ The future of the social and biomedical sciences data is not going be strictly in rectangular data

files, data dictionaries, and PDF codebooks

◮ These corresponding fields are moving to new and diverse data-types: genetic/genomic , digital video ,

geocoding/GIS , high-resolution still imaging , high-frequency sensor data , Internet traffic ,

mobile phone tracing , detailed personal information , and unstructured text

◮ These fields are moving to new sources of data: social networking and media , human physically generated ,

government administrative records , transactional financial information , and electronic human monitoring

data

◮ Note that these are both qualitative and quantitative forms

◮ Such data require completely new documentation and archiving standards

◮ There are important privacy/confidentiality, anonymity, government, civil law, and regulatory issues
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Data by the Numbers: Every Single Day . . .

◮ 23 billion text messages are sent

◮ 5 billion searches are made (40,000 per

second on google alone)

◮ 500 million tweets are sent

◮ 294 billion emails are sent

◮ 4 petabytes of data are created on Face-

book

◮ 4 terabytes of data are created from

each connected car

◮ 65 billion messages are sent on

WhatsApp

◮ 360 terabytes are uploaded to YouTube
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Data by the Numbers: Every Single Day . . .

◮ 21.6 million GIFs are sent via Facebook

messenger

◮ 149 billion spam emails are sent

◮ 222 million calls placed on Skype

◮ Venmo processes $75M peer-to-peer

transactions

◮ The Weather Channel receives 2.6 ×

1010 forecast requests

◮ 65M Uber bookings

◮ The average online person generates

1018 bytes of data

◮ The CERN Large Hadron Collider gen-

erates 864 zettabytes of data
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Data by the Numbers: Scale. . .

Abbrev. Unit Value Byte Size

b bit 0/1 1/8 of a byte

B bytes 8 bits 1 byte

KB kilobytes 1, 000 bytes 1,000 bytes

MB megabyte 1, 0002 bytes 1,000,000 bytes

GB gigabyte 1, 0003 bytes 1,000,000,000 bytes

TB terabyte 1, 0004 bytes 1,000,000,000,000 bytes

PB petabyte 1, 0005 bytes 1,000,000,000,000,000 bytes

EB exabyte 1, 0006 bytes 1,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes

ZB zettabyte 1, 0007 bytes 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes

YB yottabyte 1, 0008 bytes 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes

BB brontobyte 1, 0009 bytes 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes

gB geopbyte 1, 00010 bytes 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes

ZB zotzabyte 1, 00011 bytes 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes

CB chamsbyte 1, 00012 bytes 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes
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What Is Big Data

◮ Basically what anyone wants it to be

◮ Classic definition: volume, variety, veloc-

ity, value, and veracity

◮ My definition: large enough to challenge

available computational resources

◮ By this definition self-aware humans have

always been in a “big data era”

◮ The current digital universe stored is at

least 44 zettabytes

◮ Sometime before 2025 463 exabytes of

stored data will be created every day

◮ So what are some tools to deal with data-

size challenges?
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Specific Trends to Pay Attention To

◮ Blockchain. A highly secured ledger that tracks and archives P2P transactions including bitcoin, but

is also widely used by the US government and others

◮ Regulatory Issues. These are highly mixed from the European General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR), to a seemingly lax US approach

◮ AI and Intelligent/Invasive Apps. They know more about you than you know

◮ Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR). More than just about games

◮ Edge Computing. IoT that watches you all the time

◮ Usage. Less than 1% of all generated and stored data are being analyzed and this number is actually

going down

◮ Commercialization. The big data analytics market is currently worth over $500B in business (this is

probably a low estimate)
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Is Data Science a Field?

◮ Yes! The parents: statistics, machine learning (CS), mathematics, and the social sciences

◮ The last one is the most important because the huge majority of data science work is done to

understand people, socially, politically, biomedically, and commercially

◮ Yet there is a shortage of data scientists in academia, government, and industry

◮ Recent (and typical) ad:

1. Data Scientist

Median Base Salary: $130,000

Job Openings (YoY Growth): 4,000+ (56%)

Career Advancement Score (out of 10): 9

Required Skills: Data Science, Data Mining, Data Analysis, R, Python, Machine Learning

◮ The Harvard Business Review named Data Science “the sexist job of the 21st century” in 2012.

◮ The recruiter Glassdoor ranks the 50 in 2021 best jobs in America that pay over $100,000. Data

Scientist is ranked No. 2.

◮ There were about 30M job ads for data scientists in the US alone in 2020

◮ There is also a 15 year increasing trend for PhD social scientists to succeed in this labor market
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How the Data Century Affects Us, General Research

◮ Interesting and important forms of science science data are bigger and more complex than ever in

the way that I have described and in additional ways

◮ We now have more analytical tools than ever, with huge progress in qualitative analysis

◮ But we need more!

◮ And yet social science departments do not typically have the large and expensive infrastructure for

existing and future big data challenges

◮ Does this increase the Gini Index of social science researcher resources? I think so

◮ This is where an insightful Center for Data Science in a university can be most helpful
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How the Data Century Affects Us, Journal Scholarship

◮ The conventional model of journal publishing is becoming increasing outdated in this age of rapid

knowledge transfer

◮ Academic journals were created in the 17th century to decrease the time of dissemination of knowl-

edge since books at the time took a very long time to be physically printed and bound

◮ There is a pressing need to get new knowledge out in social science and a journal review time-span

that can take well over a year from submission to publication belongs in the Triassic Era

◮ The traditional journal model where we give commercial entities product for free so that they can

sell it back to our university libraries is increasingly obsolete, save for tenure/promotion time

◮ So the state of scholarly publishing is about to change fundamentally, and already has, arXiv, etc.

◮ We also live in a time in the social sciences when the achievement of a publication often means

more than the actual content of a publication
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How the Data Century Affects Us, Teaching

◮ The freshman you will be teaching this Fall were born after: the creation of the Internet, ubiquitous

sophisticated mobile technology, 9/11, the end of the first Cold War, and the advent of 24 hour

constant delivery of the news

◮ Students sit in the classroom wired into their regular social environment every second of the lecture

◮ They can immediately fact-check anything you say in class, and yet some of what they will get from

that search are not actually “facts”

◮ They also increasingly want “value” out of the experience in literally the vocational sense

◮ On the positive side, surveys show that students very much miss the on-campus experience during

the pandemic

◮ Universities are increasing tracking everything that undergraduates do through their phones: when

do they attend class, when are they in their dormitories, where do they go off campus, when they visit

the campus health clinic, when do they eat, and more (Orwell was an unimaginative by comparison)
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Ongoing Big Data Challenges for the World

◮ Often poor understanding and acceptance of general data challenges

◮ Difficulty in determining data quality in large data streams

◮ Confusing array of big data technology (hardware, software, transmission, etc.)

◮ Misuse of readily available, and often free, software tools

◮ Dangerous security holes and dangerous people

◮ The process of converting sources into actual insights and results

◮ Communication of results, including measures of uncertainty, to general audiences

These challenges require big steps

forward in human-machine interaction
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My Personal Big Data Challenge #1: Bayesian Spatial Models with Kriging

◮ SPPQ 2021, National Science Foundation grants SES-1630265 and SES-1630263, PSRM 2015

◮ Start with a simple linear model:

Y (s) = µ(s) + ω(s) + ǫ(s)

where:

⊲ s is a set of geographic locations {s1, s2, . . . , sn}
⊲ Y (s) is an associated collection of observed outcomes of interest,Y = {Y (s1), Y (s2), . . . , Y (sn)}

at those sites
⊲ µ(s) = x(s)β is the mean structure based on a linear additive component where x(s) are

covariates at the observed s locations
⊲ ω(s) are realizations from a mean-zero stationary (usually) Gaussian spatial process that captures

spatial association
⊲ ǫ(s) is a regular uncorrelated residual term (which includes the so-called nugget effect τ 2, its

variance)
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Reformulation of the Linear Model

◮ We can rewrite the previous linear model more conventionally as:

Y = Xβ + ǫ ǫ ∼ N(0,Σ) Σ = σ2H(φ) + τ 2I

where:

⊲ H(φ)ij = ρ(φ,h) and ρ is a spatially appropriate correlation function and h is geographic

distance
⊲ φ is the decay (its inverse is called the range), which is the rate of spatial decrease with increasing

distance
⊲ σ2 is the partial sill giving the spatial variability attributable to distance (in addition to the

nugget)
⊲ τ 2 is the nugget, which gives the variability as the distance between points goes to zero

◮ The nugget can also be thought of as microscale variability : variability at distances smaller than the

smallest inter-location distance in the data
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We Are Also Concerned with Unobserved Points

◮ We want the marginal posterior distribution of the co-

efficient vector β as well as the spatial parameters: σ2,

τ 2, and φ

◮ But we also want a smooth density blanket for Y (s),

which requires predictions at unobserved sites, s0, giv-

ing Y (s0) values at chosen locations

◮ We use Bayesian Kriging, which is the process of apply-

ing mathematical decision criteria and then using con-

strained optimization to spatially smooth, given priors

◮ We consider this problem in the context of Gaussian

processes, but many other distributional frameworks are

available

◮ An important goal for us here is what minimizes

E

[

(Y (s0)− f (y))2 |y
]

?
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The Problem

◮ Here E[Y(s0)|y] is the posterior mean of Y (s0) and therefore minimizes the posterior risk with a

squared error loss function relative to the smoothing function

◮ Substituting in the regression quantities gives:

E[Y (s0)|y] = X0β + ΩY (s0),yΣ
−1(y −Xβ)

Var[Y (s0)|y] = σ2 + τ 2 − Ω′
Y (s0),y

Σ−1ΩY (s0),y

where ΩY (s0) = σ2 + τ 2, which is perfectly fine and estimable, except that. . .

⊲ We have 25, 000 training observations and 250, 000 forecast points
⊲ Σ therefore is a 25, 000× 25, 000 matrix requiring over 300M calculations to invert
⊲ ΩY (s0),y is a 25, 000× 250, 000 matrix requiring 6.25B calculations for multiplication
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Wrapping Up. . .

◮ Human life is more complex, data-oriented, and technical than ever before

◮ Every field, including mine, needs to understand that they are also a data science field

◮ By “data” I mean qualitative and quantitative data (e.g. “evidence”), so this discussion did not

exclude anyone

◮ THANK YOU
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Some References/Sources

◮ EMC

◮ IBM

◮ Physics.org

◮ The Guardian

◮ Data Never Sleeps 5.0

◮ Global Web Index

◮ New Vantage

◮ Inside Big Data

◮ Wikibon

◮ Statista

◮ Washington Post

◮ BBC

◮ Forbes

◮ Domo

◮ Flat World Solutions

◮ NYT

◮ Flydata

◮ Teach Jury

◮ Science Soft

◮ Forbes

◮ Twitter

◮ China

◮ American University

◮ European Union


